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Introduction
So far, we’ve focused on how data structures can be 
represented by C constructs (structures, pointers, etc.) 
in memory.  Today we will explore issues related to 
representations that can be used to store these data 
structures (or send them over a network) in such a way 
that we can recover them later.

Note that we are not concerned with any other kind of 
operation.  We will not explore issues such as how a 
binary tree can be implemented and manipulated as a 
sequence of disk blocks (this is interesting, but a 
separate topic)
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The Write and Read ADT Operations
Our goal is to add WRITE and READ operations to each 
ADT.

• WRITE - given an instance of an ADT, produce a 
FILE that represents that instance.

• READ - given a FILE produced by WRITE, construct 
a new instance of the ADT which is functionally 
equivalent  to the original instance.

Note:

• A FILE is an ADT that supports CREATE, DESTROY, 
READ and WRITE operations of its own.  It can be 
implemented by an array of bits, disk file, backup 
device, network connection, etc.

• For our purposes, we’ll use C’s "stdio" library as 
our implementation of the FILE ADT.

Some ADT
Write

Read

FILE
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Why Bother with Read and Write?
• WRITE and READ may be separated by time or 

events that the original data structure used to 
implement the ADT could not survive.

• WRITE and READ may be separated by space, i.e. 
be on different hosts.

• WRITE and READ may be separated by 
representational issues: different hardware or 
software architectures.

What is meant by functionally identical ?
In this context, if X and Y are instances of the same 
ADT, X is functionally identical to Y if and only if all of 
the ADT operations of X produce the same results for Y.

This doesn’t mean that X and Y have to be implemented 
in precisely the same way!

• For example, pointer fields in X and Y are unlikely 
to contain the same addresses.

• In our examples, we will use the same 
implementation for X and Y - the READ operations 
will always reconstruct the same structure as the 
WRITE operations were performed on.

• Remember that our goal is to preserve ADT 
properties - avoid unrelated implementation details .
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Case Study - Arrays
• Fixed-length "auto" arrays in C are easy to deal with: 

they are stored in contiguous memory, so if we know the 
address of the 0’th element in the array, the length of 
the array (in however many dimensions) and the type of 
each element, then a single fwrite  will write it and a 
single fread  will read it.

• Even if we’re not so sure about the location of each 
element, we can simply write/read them one-at-a-time.

• Assumption  - reader and writer implicitly know the size 
and type of the array.
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Arrays of Unknown Size
• We can deal with arrays of unknown size by recording 

the size of the array (its length in each dimension) 
before the data.

The information about the array is sometimes referred to 
as meta-data: data about the data.

More commonly, this information is called the header of 
the data.

• Since we do not know how long the array data is before 
we read in the lengths, the only ‘‘known’’ location in the 
data is at the front.  Therefore, it is easiest to store the 
length information at the beginning (or head) of the file.

Later, we will see techniques that would allow us to put 
the header practically anywhere in the file - but this is an 
unnecessary complication for a simple structure like an 
array.

• For a 2-D array:

• R = number of rows

• C = number of columns

• Assumption  - reader and writer implicitly know the 
number of dimensions and type of each element.

R C data

(Rows * Cols) data elements
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Arrays of Unknown Dimension
To remove the assumption that we already know the 
number of dimensions, we can also record this at the 
start of the file.

• Two methods:

• Method 1:  The first value in the file is the number 
of dimensions.

• Method 2:  The extents are listed, one by one, 
until a sentinel (i.e. -1, which is an illegal extent) 
is seen.

• The first method is easier to program, in general, and 
easier is better!

• For a 4x5x6 array:

There is a third method that adds the number of 
dimensions in such a way that it usually requires 
no extra space, but it’s a hack.

• Assumption  - reader and writer implicitly know the type 
of each element.

Method
#1 3 4 5 6 data

4 5 6 -1
Method

#2 data
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Arrays of Unknown Type
What kind of thing is each element in the array?  Is it an 
int  (and if so, how many bytes does it use - and how 
many bits per byte, what byte order, what 
representation, etc.)  These are very important 
considerations when transferring information between 
machines.

Q:  But now we have a chicken-and-egg problem - how 
can the writer tell the reader what the reader 
needs to know in order to read what the writer 
has written, without reading this info?

A:  The reader and writer must agree on a canonical form 
to represent this info, or represent their data in 
canonical form!

As the number of distinct representations dwindle, the 
canonical representation approach is getting more 
popular and practical.

Examples:

• Java - defines all basic types completely

• WWW - HTML, JPEG, GIF, etc.
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Data Descriptions
However, it is still necessary to include some info about 
the type, so the reader can decipher it.

• Note: Use the header type info to describe as much as 
you can!  And once described, don’t repeat yourself...

• BAD:

• "Here are 5 things.  The first is a 32-bit integer, 
big-endian, two’s complement notation.  The 
second is a 32-bit integer, big-endian, two’s..."

• GOOD:

• "All numbers in this file are 32-bit integer, big-
endian, two’s complement notation..."  "Here are 
5 numbers."

"What is it?" "I don’t know, but it
came with instructions!"

data

type
info
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Case Study - Strings
• It’s easy to visualize a FILE as an array, but this is not 

always the most convenient way of considering the data.  
Another way of visualizing a FILE is as a string of bytes 
(or even as a string of bits).

• Unlike most of the examples of data structures that we 
have explored, which contain only keys, in real use the 
data stored in our data structures consist of records 
consisting of several fields.

For this case study, we will assume that each of the 
fields is an ASCII string of unknown length.

We could manage this by treating each string as an 
array, and using the methods we have already explored.  
Instead, we’ll explore another approach - treating each 
record as a string itself, storing the information about the 
record inside the string itself.

• We will use a delimiter to represent the boundary 
between each field in a record (and possibly a different 
delimiter to represent the boundary between records).

A delimiter must be a string that is distinct from any 
substring in the data (so we won’t get confused about 
whether a particular substring is a delimiter, or part of 
the data).  If the data is unrestricted (and might actually 
contain the delimiter itself), this can be challenging, but 
we will see how this can be done.  
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Delimited Strings
• I am using the convention of using a colon ’:’ as the 

delimiter.  Any character (or string) could be used 
instead. (Colons are often used as delimiters in UNIX.) 

• Contrast with a "header"-based representation:

Both represent the same info, but the string 
representation seems more "natural" in many situations.

Schmoe:Joe:555-0246 \n

Smith:Jane:555-1234 \n

Smith:Joe:555-5678 \n

Field delimiters
special end-of-field char

Record delimiter
end-of-record char

6 3 8 SchmoeJoe555-0256 5 4 8

SmithJane555-1234 5 3 8 SmithJoe55

5-5678

headers
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Escaped Delimited Strings
• What do we do if the delimiter (or any of the delimiters, if 

there is more than one) appears in the data?

Add an "escape" character that overrides the meaning 
of the delimiter.  If a delimiter immediately follows the 
escape, then the delimiter is treated as an ordinary 
character.

• Note  - I’m using the convention of using a backslash as 
the escape character.  Any character could be used 
instead.

• Examples

• abc:def                     fields  "abc", "def"

• abc\:def                    field "abc:def"

Q:  So what do we do if the escape character appears in 
the data - especially immediately prior to the end 
of a field so that it is immediately followed by a 
delimiter)?

A:  

Q:  Are there any special cases where this will cause 
trouble?

A:  

• Note that in the worst case, if we pick a bad escape 
character, the escaped string could be twice as long as 
the original.
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Annotated Strings
Annotations are a combination of strings and what we’ve 
done with arrays - they are a way to embed header-like 
information in the midst of a string (with this header itself 
possibly being a string of unknown length).

• Example: HTML tags (the "markups")

• <IMG SRC = "foobar.gif" ALT = "foo">

• <H1> </H1>

• The escape is &

• However:

• The escaped form of < is &lt;

• The escaped form of > is &gt;

• The escaped form of & is &amp;

They chose not to escape the escape in the manner we 
have learned.  Not very pretty.

The HTML designers combined the escape mechanism 
with the ability to represent non-standard characters (by 
allowing multi-character representations of single 
characters, an enormous number of characters can be 
represented).

start delimiter end delimiter
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More Complicated Data Structures
Using the mechanisms we have already seen, we can 
generalize to handle a number of other data structures:

Lists, arrays, stacks, queues

• In these ADTs, order matters - the purpose of 
these ADTs is to represent an ordering of the 
elements.

• The details of the implementation (as an array, 
linked list, etc), are completely unimportant.

WRITE as if it was an array (or a delimited string, 
depending on data type considerations).

READ must reconstruct the original ordering, 
using whatever implementation it prefers.

Hash tables

• Inclusion/Exclusion important - the only thing that 
matters is whether a key/value pair is present in 
the table, not where in the table it is.

• If we want to preserve the location of elements in 
the table, then we must record the hash function 
as well!

• WRITE - store key/value pairs as an array.

• READ - reconstruct table as needed directly from 
key/value pairs.  (If need be, we can reconstruct 
a completely identical table.)
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Writing and Reading Binary Trees
We have seen several kinds of binary trees - expression 
trees, binary search trees, decision trees...

What we need to preserve when we WRITE each of 
these is slightly different - what we need to preserve 
depends on what the tree represents.

Binary Search Trees

• set of keys/values

• "balance" - if the tree is balanced, we may want 
to preserve this balance (or we might not care, as 
long as the resulting tree is as balanced).

• structure may be important, so if possible we will 
preserve it.

Expression/Animal Trees

• the structure of the tree is absolutely essential!

We know we can construct every data structure we’ve 
seen in terms of these data structures, so once we have 
these we’ll be ready for anything!
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Binary Search Trees
Let’s imagine that we want to WRITE the contents of a 
tree in such a way that we get exactly the same tree 
when we READ it and reconstruct.

Q:  How can we do this without suffering too much?  What 
tools do we already have?

A:  Consider the way that the ordinary TREEINSERT routine 
constructs the tree.  When we construct a tree 
using ordinary TREEINSERT, we always add new 
nodes as leaves.  In fact:

• The first node inserted is the root.

• The node’s ancestors are always added to the 
tree before the node.

• The node’s descendants are always added after 
the node.

So, if we find a traversal that we can use to write out 
each node of a tree after its ancestors and before its 
descendants, we can just read in the keys, insert them 
into a new tree, and get back precisely the same tree!

Q:  What traversals have we seen that have this property?

A:  

Q:  Given your experiences with these traversals, which 
would you pick for your implementation?

A:  
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Implementations of Tree Write and Read
void treeWrite (tree_t *tree, FILE *fout)
{
    int rc;
    if (tree == NULL)

return ;

    /* Write the key (and value, if any). */
    rc = fwrite (&tree->key, sizeof (int), 1,
                 fout);
    assert (rc == 1);

    treeWrite (tree->left, fout);
    treeWrite (tree->right, fout);
    return ;
}

void treeRead (FILE *fin)
{
    tree_t *tree = NULL;
    int key, rc;

    for (;;) {
/* Read the key (and value, if any). */
rc = fread (&key, sizeof (int), 1, fin);
if (rc != 1)

            break;

tree = treeInsert (tree, key);
    }
    return (tree);
}

Q:  What is the big-O of treeWrite?

A:  

Q:  What is the big-O of treeRead?

A:  
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Unordered Binary Trees - Three Methods
With unordered binary trees (i.e. animal trees or 
expression trees), there is essential information in the 
structure of the tree itself.

Typically, the values or keys stored in a node do not 
determine the location of the node in the tree - that 
information was determined by some other mechanism - 
perhaps a mechanism we (as writers and readers) don’t 
even know.

Method 1:

If we do know the mechanism, then we can "record" the 
process of building the tree (or just the input to the 
process).

For example, why store an expression tree when we can 
simply store the expression, if building the tree from an 
expression is easy?
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Unordered Binary Trees - Method 2
Method 2:

We can record the structure of the tree explicitly, as a 
string:  A binary tree is either:

• A leaf - record the key/value of the leaf.

• An internal node (one or two non-NULL children) 
- This can be represented by a delimiter, the key/
value of the node, and then the representation of 
the children, followed by another delimiter, i.e.

We can use a special token to represent a NULL 
child.  For this example, I’ll use the string nil .

B

CA

( B A C )

start end

children
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Unordered Binary Trees (ctd 2)
• Writing this is just another preorder walk:

if (node == NULL)
printf ("nil");

else if (!hasChildren (node))
printf ("%s", node->key);

else {
printf ("(%s ", node->key);
treeWrite (node->left);
printf (" ");
treeWrite (node->right);
printf (")");

}

Strictly speaking, the final ’)’ is not necessary, but 
it can serve a useful purpose as a check.

• This "looks" nice (especially for expression trees, if you 
enjoy looking at prefix notation)

Do not forget that this format was chosen for 
convenience, not because of necessity.  The essential 
property of this format is that it can be created easily by 
a preorder walk, using delimiters to mark whether nodes 
are internal or external.

/

+ 2

12 *

7 6

(/ (+ 12 (* 6 7))2)
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Unordered Binary Trees - Animal Trees
Let’s consider another example: animal trees - the same 
creatures you met in assignment 3.

The algorithm is fundamentally the same as for the 
previous example, but the format is changed to make 
the result (perhaps) more human-readable:

void aniTreeWrite (tree_t *tree, FILE *fout)
{
    if (tree == NULL)

return ;
    else if ((tree->yes == NULL) && 
             (tree->no == NULL)) {

fprintf (fout, "%c%s\n", 
 ANIMAL_NODE_CHAR,
 tree->animal);

    }
    else {

fprintf (fout, "%c%s\n", 
 QUESTION_NODE_CHAR,
 tree->question);

aniTreeWrite (tree->yes, fout);
aniTreeWrite (tree->no, fout);

    }
}

Q:  What is the big-O of aniTreeWrite?

A:  
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Reading Animal Trees
tree_t *aniTreeRead (FILE *fin)
{
    tree_t *node = aniNodeCreate (NULL, 

NULL, NULL, NULL);
    char type = getChar (fin);  /* get the

  type */
    char *text = getLine (fin); /* read a 

  line... */

    switch (type) {
case ANIMAL_NODE_CHAR:
    node->animal = text;
    break;
case QUESTION_NODE_CHAR  :
    node->question = text;
    node->yes = aniTreeRead (fin);
    node->no  = aniTreeRead (fin);
    break

    }
    return (node);
}

Q:  What is the big-oh of aniTreeRead?

A:  
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Unordered Binary Trees - Method 3
Method 3:

Add a new field to each node which is used only by the 
WRITE and READ operations.  (During all of the other 
tree operations, this field is completely ignored.)

This field is used to store the inorder position of the 
node.

(As an implementation detail, this field need not actually 
reside in the tree, and only needs to exist during the 
WRITE and READ operations.  Conceptually, it’s easier to 
think of it as always residing in each node.)

• WRITE

• Do an inorder traversal, filling in the position field 
of each node.

• Write the tree, using a preorder traversal (just as 
with a binary search tree).  Along with the key/
value of each node, record its inorder position.

• READ

• Same as an ordinary binary search tree. INSERT 
each key/value using its inorder position as the 
key (instead of the ‘‘real’’ key).

• Requires extra storage, and is O(n log n) (best case), 

O(n2) in the worst case, but is easy to implement. 
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	Introduction
	So far, we’ve focused on how data structures can be represented by C constructs (structures, poin...
	Note that we are not concerned with any other kind of operation. We will not explore issues such ...

	The Write and Read ADT Operations
	Our goal is to add Write and Read operations to each ADT.
	• Write - given an instance of an ADT, produce a File that represents that instance.
	• Read - given a File produced by Write, construct a new instance of the ADT which is functionall...

	Note:
	• A File is an ADT that supports Create, Destroy, Read and Write operations of its own. It can be...
	• For our purposes, we’ll use C’s "stdio" library as our implementation of the File ADT.


	Why Bother with Read and Write?
	• Write and Read may be separated by time or events that the original data structure used to impl...
	• Write and Read may be separated by space, i.e. be on different hosts.
	• Write and Read may be separated by representational issues: different hardware or software arch...

	What is meant by functionally identical?
	In this context, if X and Y are instances of the same ADT, X is functionally identical to Y if an...
	This doesn’t mean that X and Y have to be implemented in precisely the same way!
	• For example, pointer fields in X and Y are unlikely to contain the same addresses.
	• In our examples, we will use the same implementation for X and Y - the Read operations will alw...

	• Remember that our goal is to preserve ADT properties - avoid unrelated implementation details.

	Case Study - Arrays
	• Fixed-length "auto" arrays in C are easy to deal with: they are stored in contiguous memory, so...
	• Even if we’re not so sure about the location of each element, we can simply write/read them one...
	• Assumption - reader and writer implicitly know the size and type of the array.

	Arrays of Unknown Size
	• We can deal with arrays of unknown size by recording the size of the array (its length in each ...
	The information about the array is sometimes referred to as meta-data: data about the data.
	More commonly, this information is called the header of the data.
	• Since we do not know how long the array data is before we read in the lengths, the only ‘‘known...
	Later, we will see techniques that would allow us to put the header practically anywhere in the f...
	• For a 2-D array:
	• R = number of rows
	• C = number of columns

	• Assumption - reader and writer implicitly know the number of dimensions and type of each element.

	Arrays of Unknown Dimension
	To remove the assumption that we already know the number of dimensions, we can also record this a...
	• Two methods:
	• Method 1: The first value in the file is the number of dimensions.
	• Method 2: The extents are listed, one by one, until a sentinel (i.e. -1, which is an illegal ex...

	• The first method is easier to program, in general, and easier is better!
	• For a 4x5x6 array:
	There is a third method that adds the number of dimensions in such a way that it usually requires...
	• Assumption - reader and writer implicitly know the type of each element.


	Arrays of Unknown Type
	What kind of thing is each element in the array? Is it an int (and if so, how many bytes does it ...
	Q: But now we have a chicken-and-egg problem - how can the writer tell the reader what the reader...
	A: The reader and writer must agree on a canonical form to represent this info, or represent thei...

	As the number of distinct representations dwindle, the canonical representation approach is getti...
	Examples:
	• Java - defines all basic types completely
	• WWW - HTML, JPEG, GIF, etc.


	Data Descriptions
	However, it is still necessary to include some info about the type, so the reader can decipher it.
	• Note: Use the header type info to describe as much as you can! And once described, don’t repeat...
	• BAD:
	• "Here are 5 things. The first is a 32-bit integer, big-endian, two’s complement notation. The s...

	• GOOD:
	• "All numbers in this file are 32-bit integer, big- endian, two’s complement notation..." "Here ...


	Case Study - Strings
	• It’s easy to visualize a File as an array, but this is not always the most convenient way of co...
	• Unlike most of the examples of data structures that we have explored, which contain only keys, ...
	For this case study, we will assume that each of the fields is an ASCII string of unknown length.
	We could manage this by treating each string as an array, and using the methods we have already e...
	• We will use a delimiter to represent the boundary between each field in a record (and possibly ...
	A delimiter must be a string that is distinct from any substring in the data (so we won’t get con...

	Delimited Strings
	• I am using the convention of using a colon ’:’ as the delimiter. Any character (or string) coul...
	• Contrast with a "header"-based representation:
	Both represent the same info, but the string representation seems more "natural" in many situations.

	Escaped Delimited Strings
	• What do we do if the delimiter (or any of the delimiters, if there is more than one) appears in...
	Add an "escape" character that overrides the meaning of the delimiter. If a delimiter immediately...
	• Note - I’m using the convention of using a backslash as the escape character. Any character cou...
	• Examples
	• abc:def fields "abc", "def"
	• abc\:def field "abc:def"
	Q: So what do we do if the escape character appears in the data - especially immediately prior to...
	A:
	Q: Are there any special cases where this will cause trouble?
	A:

	• Note that in the worst case, if we pick a bad escape character, the escaped string could be twi...

	Annotated Strings
	Annotations are a combination of strings and what we’ve done with arrays - they are a way to embe...
	• Example: HTML tags (the "markups")
	• <IMG SRC = "foobar.gif" ALT = "foo">
	• <H1> </H1>
	• The escape is &
	• However:
	• The escaped form of < is &lt;
	• The escaped form of > is &gt;
	• The escaped form of & is &amp;


	They chose not to escape the escape in the manner we have learned. Not very pretty.
	The HTML designers combined the escape mechanism with the ability to represent non-standard chara...

	More Complicated Data Structures
	Using the mechanisms we have already seen, we can generalize to handle a number of other data str...
	Lists, arrays, stacks, queues
	• In these ADTs, order matters - the purpose of these ADTs is to represent an ordering of the ele...
	• The details of the implementation (as an array, linked list, etc), are completely unimportant.

	Write as if it was an array (or a delimited string, depending on data type considerations).
	Read must reconstruct the original ordering, using whatever implementation it prefers.
	Hash tables
	• Inclusion/Exclusion important - the only thing that matters is whether a key/value pair is pres...
	• If we want to preserve the location of elements in the table, then we must record the hash func...
	• Write - store key/value pairs as an array.
	• Read - reconstruct table as needed directly from key/value pairs. (If need be, we can reconstru...



	Writing and Reading Binary Trees
	We have seen several kinds of binary trees - expression trees, binary search trees, decision tree...
	What we need to preserve when we Write each of these is slightly different - what we need to pres...
	Binary Search Trees
	• set of keys/values
	• "balance" - if the tree is balanced, we may want to preserve this balance (or we might not care...
	• structure may be important, so if possible we will preserve it.

	Expression/Animal Trees
	• the structure of the tree is absolutely essential!

	We know we can construct every data structure we’ve seen in terms of these data structures, so on...

	Binary Search Trees
	Let’s imagine that we want to Write the contents of a tree in such a way that we get exactly the ...
	Q: How can we do this without suffering too much? What tools do we already have?
	A: Consider the way that the ordinary treeInsert routine constructs the tree. When we construct a...
	• The first node inserted is the root.
	• The node’s ancestors are always added to the tree before the node.
	• The node’s descendants are always added after the node.

	So, if we find a traversal that we can use to write out each node of a tree after its ancestors a...
	Q: What traversals have we seen that have this property?
	A:
	Q: Given your experiences with these traversals, which would you pick for your implementation?
	A:


	Implementations of Tree Write and Read
	void treeWrite (tree_t *tree, FILE *fout)
	{
	int rc;
	if (tree == NULL)
	return ;
	/* Write the key (and value, if any). */
	rc = fwrite (&tree->key, sizeof (int), 1,
	fout);
	assert (rc == 1);
	treeWrite (tree->left, fout);
	treeWrite (tree->right, fout);
	return ;
	}
	void treeRead (FILE *fin)
	{
	tree_t *tree = NULL;
	int key, rc;
	for (;;) {
	/* Read the key (and value, if any). */
	rc = fread (&key, sizeof (int), 1, fin);
	if (rc != 1)
	break;
	tree = treeInsert (tree, key);
	}
	return (tree);
	}
	Q: What is the big-O of treeWrite?
	A:
	Q: What is the big-O of treeRead?
	A:


	Unordered Binary Trees - Three Methods
	With unordered binary trees (i.e. animal trees or expression trees), there is essential informati...
	Typically, the values or keys stored in a node do not determine the location of the node in the t...
	Method 1:
	If we do know the mechanism, then we can "record" the process of building the tree (or just the i...
	For example, why store an expression tree when we can simply store the expression, if building th...

	Unordered Binary Trees - Method 2
	Method 2:
	We can record the structure of the tree explicitly, as a string: A binary tree is either:
	• A leaf - record the key/value of the leaf.
	• An internal node (one or two non-NULL children) - This can be represented by a delimiter, the k...

	We can use a special token to represent a NULL child. For this example, I’ll use the string nil.

	Unordered Binary Trees (ctd 2)
	• Writing this is just another preorder walk:
	if (node == NULL)
	printf ("nil");
	else if (!hasChildren (node))
	printf ("%s", node->key);
	else {
	printf ("(%s ", node->key);
	treeWrite (node->left);
	printf (" ");
	treeWrite (node->right);
	printf (")");
	}
	Strictly speaking, the final ’)’ is not necessary, but it can serve a useful purpose as a check.
	• This "looks" nice (especially for expression trees, if you enjoy looking at prefix notation)
	Do not forget that this format was chosen for convenience, not because of necessity. The essentia...


	Unordered Binary Trees - Animal Trees
	Let’s consider another example: animal trees - the same creatures you met in assignment 3.
	The algorithm is fundamentally the same as for the previous example, but the format is changed to...
	void aniTreeWrite (tree_t *tree, FILE *fout)
	{
	if (tree == NULL)
	return ;
	else if ((tree->yes == NULL) &&
	(tree->no == NULL)) {
	fprintf (fout, "%c%s\n",
	ANIMAL_NODE_CHAR,
	tree->animal);
	}
	else {
	fprintf (fout, "%c%s\n",
	QUESTION_NODE_CHAR,
	tree->question);
	aniTreeWrite (tree->yes, fout);
	aniTreeWrite (tree->no, fout);
	}
	}
	Q: What is the big-O of aniTreeWrite?
	A:


	Reading Animal Trees
	tree_t *aniTreeRead (FILE *fin)
	{
	tree_t *node = aniNodeCreate (NULL,
	NULL, NULL, NULL);
	char type = getChar (fin); /* get the
	type */
	char *text = getLine (fin); /* read a
	line... */
	switch (type) {
	case ANIMAL_NODE_CHAR :
	node->animal = text;
	break;
	case QUESTION_NODE_CHAR :
	node->question = text;
	node->yes = aniTreeRead (fin);
	node->no = aniTreeRead (fin);
	break
	}
	return (node);
	}
	Q: What is the big-oh of aniTreeRead?
	A:


	Unordered Binary Trees - Method 3
	Method 3:
	Add a new field to each node which is used only by the Write and Read operations. (During all of ...
	This field is used to store the inorder position of the node.
	(As an implementation detail, this field need not actually reside in the tree, and only needs to ...
	• Write
	• Do an inorder traversal, filling in the position field of each node.
	• Write the tree, using a preorder traversal (just as with a binary search tree). Along with the ...

	• Read
	• Same as an ordinary binary search tree. Insert each key/value using its inorder position as the...

	• Requires extra storage, and is O(n log n) (best case), O(n2) in the worst case, but is easy to ...


